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1. Is the thesis consistent with its assignment?
I read the assignment as defined in the abstract. The main part of the thesis is an impressive rigorous
treatment of optical rotation, an excellent introduction to polarimetry and completed by
experiementally recorded Mueller matrices using the commercial RC2, which is according to the
description given in the abstract. The thesis is hence consistent with its assignment in view of the
abstract.

2. Basic evaluation of the thesis:
The thesis appears as an Excellent and an impressive Master thesis work, dealing with after all a
complex problem which takes time to digest. The introduction is very good, and the English is
generally pleasant, although the thesis is polluted with small linguistic errors (2 per page) (wonder
why not used spell check) and many english words that are completely new to my English
vocabulary. The figures are very high quality throughout thesis. An excellent presentation of theory.
The most impressive part of the thesis is the discussion of the theories of chirality, in particular
optical rotation. The results are decent, although less impressive than the theory section, which is as
expected for a master thesis. The candidate appears sometimes a little too confident in his language,
One strong criticism of this work, is that it fails to put into the context of CD measurements, and the
by large superior sensitivity of a PEM based CD system compared to the RC2 , recalling that CD is
the main measurement approach used extensively in biochemistry!

3. Evaluation of the selection and utilization of literatures:
Partially Excellent use of literature. However, completely Forgotten CD and Kramers Kronig
Relations to optical rotation. Further missed out on excellent sensitivity of alternative CD systems. In
fact, the candidate has chosen to attack by the traditional literature rather than exploring more recent
literature commonly used for Mueller matrix analysis, see e.g. Arwin.

4. Evaluation of formal aspects of the thesis:
Compared to NTNU standards I formally rate this thesis to an A (between 90-100 %).  The weakness
of the thesis is outweighted by the excellence of the presentation of the chirality theory.

5. Describe whether the thesis has findings and how they could be used:
The main thesis findings are proposed as an extension of the theory to new measurements. I think
however that the theory should be kept in general terms with complex tensors and the extensive use
of Kramers Kronig Relations, and this generalization to the theory and the analysis would make a
better follow up work.

6. Comments and Critical Comments:
Although the thesis is excellent in terms of the assignment . The candidate has completely failed to
discuss the principle techniques used CD measurements and completely overlooked KK relations.
Similarly, Differential decomposition would have been more appropriate here. There are thus more
work to do.

7. Thesis evalluation
The thesis is high quality work. The candidate has dived profoundly into the complex theory and
literature of chirality, and combined it excellently with Mueller matrix Ellipsometry. The candidate
has presented the theory convincingly. The thesis contains 3 small published works which shows the
quality of the experimental results. The candidate has chosen to use CGS units, which is slightly
annoying, but not a big issue.  Candidate has forgotten to discuss the highly sensitive PEM based
systems dominating the CD/CB measurements.



8. Is the thesis consistent with its assignment?

9. Is the thesis consistent with its assignment?
Questions to be posed to the candidate during the defence:

Why has he not studied KK relations and CD/optical rotation and kept the formalism general?

How sensitive would you expect the the RC2 is compared to a commercial CD system?

How hare the commercial CD systems deviced and as a result how do they reach the high sensitivity?

What is the spectral range of commercial CD systems?

Why cannot commercial CD systems be used for optical rotation of e.g. quartz?
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